
Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

Good morning, 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Friday, March 3, 2023 9:51 AM 
Commissioner Correspondence 
Docket Correspondence 20230001 

CORRESPONDENCE 
3/3/2023 
DOCUMENT NO. 01731-2023 

Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; 
Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter; Revoke FPL's charter 

Please place the attached emails in CORRESPONDENCE - Consumers & Representatives in docket 20230001. 

Thank you. 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Frank Copple <ftc513@icloud.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:42 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/2 5/ 1151453870/fp 1-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Copple 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] La Rosa, 

Patrick Mccann <pjmccann333@icloud.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:42 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick Mccann 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Jenna Collins <jenna.renee@me.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:42 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Jenna Naskolnakorn 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

gianna Kohl <giannassalon@me.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:40 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-eric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Gianna Kohl 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Jon & Amy Platt <goldenplatts@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:30 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. npr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fp 1-flo rida-power-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Platt 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Doug Carlson <dee-cee@hotmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:28 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Doug Carlson 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

LUTHER LUDWIG <luthersusan@bellsouth.net> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:17 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/0l/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Luther Ludwig 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Maggie Ali <maggie.ali1956@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:02 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Margaret Ali 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] La Rosa, 

Cindy Seelke <cinsee1@yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:06 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Cindy See Ike 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear LaRosa, 

Ryan < rjrn219@gmail.com > 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:04 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.orn./2023/0l /25/1151453870/fpl-t1orida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Rauch 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Ryan <rjrn219@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:03 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://wv.w.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453 870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagv 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime ofratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Ryan Rauch 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Gary Lloyd <avlreiki@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:03 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped do\\-n suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://WVv'w.npr.org/2023/0 l/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime ofratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Gary Lloyd 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Tim Duda <timduda@icloud.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:03 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked . 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/fpl-florid a-po we r-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Timothy Edward Duda 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Jeffrey D Pulls <jeffrey.pulis@yahoo.com > 

Friday, March 3, 2023 9:02 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/f p 1-flo rida-power-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Jeffrey Pulis 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner LaRosa, 

Arielle Terry <arielle.n.terry@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:59 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://wwvv.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silaL...rv 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime ofratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Arielle Terry 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Mr LaRosa, 

Mary Hammann <mmhviola@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:58 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 
whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 
campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 
willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 
profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 
charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Hammann 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kathy and Dave <mminprop@yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:30 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power 
and Light in order to determine whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. As you 
are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign 
finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 
https://W\vw.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy To call this behavior un
democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to violate the public 
trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime of 
ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. A company so blatantly working against the 
public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. Please take swift and sweeping action to 
investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 
Sincerely, David Mason 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

John Forslin <jfsuperior@charter.net> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 8:30 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate in'v'.estigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

John Forslin 

John Forslin 
jfsuperior@charter.net 
9068696621 
#LeadOnClimate 
Pray for the dead, but fight like hell for the living! {Mother Jones) 
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Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Elisabeth Brown <elisanne218@yahoo.com> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 8:20 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-flo rid a-po we r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Elisabeth Mccann 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Lynn Weller <lynnweller@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:20 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 
campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silaf!y 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 
willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 
profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Lynn Weller 

Lynn Weller 
sheiher/hers 
919-606-0836 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Judith Zing her < max.zing.her@gmail.com > 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:11 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/202 3/01/25/1151453870/f p 1-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Judith Zingher 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Jessica Bader <jessica.ashlee.bader@gmail.com> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 8:10 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-eric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Jessica Bader 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner LaRosa, 

Cassie Hooker <hooker.cassie@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 8:10 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 
whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped doVvn suddenly after highly credible allegations of 
campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https: / /www.npr.ond 2023/01 /25/1151453870/f:p l-florida-power-ceo-eric-sila6 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 
willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 
profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 
charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Cassie Hooker 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Janice Singer <jsinger508@me.com> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 8:05 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fp 1-flo rid a-power-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Janice Singer 

Sent from my iPad 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Susan Steinhauser <susan0725@me.com> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 8:02 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/2023/0l/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Susan Steinhauser 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Nathan Dombeck <nated1455@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:57 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPl's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://\\lww.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453 870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime ofratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Nathan Dombeck 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Deborah K. Lloyd <deb@deblloydhealing.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:51 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https:/ /www.npr.org/2023/0 l /25/1151453 870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagv 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Deborah Lloyd 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Commissioner La Rosa, 

Sara Grant <sabg75@hotmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:45 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Sara Gentzler 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Ashley Bull <acb_green@yahoo.com> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 7:30 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .org/2023/01/2 5/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-e ric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Ashley Bull 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Carolyn Moore <20daisy09@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:01 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 
whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped dov.n suddenly after highly credible allegations of 
campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagv 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 
willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 
profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Robert Moore 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

stephellis1024@gmail.com 
Friday, March 3, 2023 6:56 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/f pl-florida-power-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida . 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Stephanie Ellis 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

NED TRUDEAU <nedtrudeau@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 6:49 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silag 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everyihing to increase its 

profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Patricia Trudeau 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Dara Olmsted Silverstein <dara.olmsted@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 6:49 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/202 3/01/25/1151453870/f p 1-florida-powe r-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Dara Olmsted Silverstein 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Home <jkkandl@comcast.net> 
Friday, March 3, 2023 6:01 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked . 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fp 1-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Jody berman 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Ellen Nakamura <enakamura@att.net> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 5:50 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped do\\ln suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https:/ /www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453 870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Ellen Nakamura 

Sent from my T-Mobile 5G Device 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Kai Martin <kaismartin@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 5:14 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 
whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 
campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://\:\..'\Vw.npr.orn/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagv 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 
willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 
profits - all on the dime ofratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Kai Martin 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Andrew Hattala <andrwhatt55@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 3:21 AM 

Office of Commissioner La Rosa 

Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine 

whether its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of 

campaign finance violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https :/ /www.npr.org/2023/01/25/115145 3 8 7 0/ fpl-florida- power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than 

willing to violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its 

profits - all on the dime of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their 

charter, as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Andy Hattala 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] La Rosa, 

Corinna Schulenburg <corinnaschulenburg55@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:01 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www.npr.org/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-power-ceo-eric-silagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Corinna Schulenburg 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Leslie Wharton < leslie.b.wharton@gmail.com > 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:14 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked . 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https ://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/1151453870/fpl-florida-powe r-ceo-eric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Leslie Wharton 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 



Antonia Hover 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear [RecipientTitle] LaRosa, 

Christopher Kelley <kelleychri@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2023 7:17 AM 
Office of Commissioner La Rosa 
Revoke FPL's charter 

I'm writing to urge you to begin an immediate investigation into Florida Power and Light in order to determine whether 

its charter to operate in the state of Florida should be revoked. 

As you are surely aware, FPL CEO Eric Silagy stepped down suddenly after highly credible allegations of campaign finance 

violations, media manipulation, and the surveillance of critical journalists: 

https://www. n pr .o rg/2023/01/25/ 1151453870/f p I-florid a-power-ceo-e ric-si lagy 

To call this behavior un-democratic would be a massive understatement. FPL, it seems clear, is more than willing to 

violate the public trust, game the political system, and do anything and everything to increase its profits - all on the dime 

of ratepayers who have no choice but to pay them for their power. 

A company so blatantly working against the public interest can no longer be allowed to do business in Florida. 

Please take swift and sweeping action to investigate FPL and determine whether it is necessary to revoke their charter, 

as clearly seems to be the case. 

Sincerely, 

Christopher Kelley 

Sent from my iPhone 

1 




